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INTRODUCTION
This report will explore the relationship between organizational behavior
i n disasters and its implications for disaster planning. There are several
new and old features of both disasters and disaster planning to be explained.
In recent times a new category of hazards has been added that has altered
the effectiveness of disaster planning strategies used in the past.
Disasters predate any written records of the human race. The stories,
legends, and myths of many societies are filled with accounts of catastrophes
caused by earthquakes, floods, volcanic eruptions, and other mostly natural
events. Even modern societies such as the United States have memorable historical disasters, easily recognized by school children, such as the San Francisco
earthquake or the Johnstown flood.
However, there is something new about present-day disasters. To the
category of natural hazards (e.g. , tornadoes and hurricanes) has been added
the relatively new category of technological accidents and mishaps. These
are the disasters brought about by human error and the collective mistakes
of groups. To the so-called acts of God have been added the acts of men and
women.
Thus localities, which in the past had few risks from natural disaster
agents, are now vulnerable to toxic chemical spills, explosions, and fires,
if they have any roads, railways, or navigable waterways. We have acquired
the risks associated with nuclear power. If the worst of scenarios had
developed at Three Mile Island, it is conceivable that precautionary steps
would have been necessary in Philadelphia and other eastern metropolitan
areas. The blackout of 1965 in the northeastern United States suggests
how in the modern world, whole areas of a country are vulnerable to electric
grid system malfunctionings. These examples of relatively acute types of
disasters do not include the more slowly developing and diffuse types of
disasters associated with hazardous waste such as that witnessed in the
Love Canal and Times Beach incidents.
In addition to the newer threats imposed by chemical, nuclear, and
electrical power system accidents or failures, technological advances bring
additional complexities to old threats, new versions of past dangers, and
intriguing future perils.
Thus fires in high-rise buildings, in combination with the highly combustible and toxic construction and furnishing materials we presently use,
have brought additional dimensions to the fire threat. We have prevented
people from being burned by raising the probability of their being asphyxiated. The MGM hotel fire in Las Vegas was one example of what is likely
to occur more frequently in the future.
Droughts used to be thought of as a rural problem. This is no longer
the case. Now there is the possibility of urban droughts. Problems associated with urban drought surfaced in New York City as early as 1981. Had
the situation run its full course, it would have been catastrophic for the
entire metropolitan area.
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Recently, national attention has focused on threats associated with
the deteriorating physical and public works infrastructure of life systems
in a large number of the older American cities. The prevalence of decaying
bridge and tunnel systems, crumbling highways, obsolete and overloaded waste
water and sewerage treatment facilities, and worn out water and sewer mains,
suggests a variety of new, potentially disastrous kinds of possibilities.
Not long ago a bridge collapsed in Connecticut. Given that 44.8 percent
of the Nation's 566,443 highway bridges more than 20 feet long are structurally deficient or functionally obsolete, that collapse may well be a
sign of the future. The recent bursting of one of the major water mains
in Jersey City, New Jersey, gives an indication of what might happen if
the collapse of one of the large tunnels or aqueducts bringing water into
New York City were to occur.
Parenthetically, only the newer disaster agents or variations of old
agents which pose new threats have heretofore been addressed. We have not
examined the extent to which these disaster agents have created new risks
or the global consequences of their overall effects in the modern world.
The malfunctioning of computer systems resulting from a variety of potentially destructive agents presents the probability of unforeseen consequences
on financial institutions. For example, a major earthquake in California
could result in the shutting down of banks and other financial institutions
within the state due to the interconnection of computer systems servicing
the total banking system of the United States.
The point to be emphasized is that we will have more disasters in the
future than in the past, and that their effects, at least so far as social
disruptions and economic or property losses are concerned, are likely to
be greater than before. This is assured by the new technological disasters
we have created for ourselves, along with the complications or variations
we have added to the new threats in urbanized and industrialized societies.
Given this to be true, disaster preparedness planning should look more towards
the future than the past. Unfortunately, there is a tendency in disaster
preparedness planning to use past and limited experience as a basis for
developing guidelines for the future.
There is nothing new about disaster preparedness planning. The Book
of Genesis provides a vivid description of Noah and his ark. Mythical or
real, the description of Noah's activities in anticipation of a great flood
is perhaps the first recorded account in the Western World of disaster preparedness planning. There were some unusual features associated with the
disaster. For example, the warning source might be perceived as being more
legitimate and more reliable than the United States Weather Service. But
otherwise, the account depicts many of the elements which might be involved
in preparedness planning, namely: ( 1 ) advance warning of a population;
(2) stockpiling of needed resources; (3) establishment of priorities relative to what should be done; and, (4) evacuation of people by family
units to a place of safety.
While there is nothing new about planning for disasters, there is a
major discernible difference between present-day and past preparedness
planning. For the last three or four decades, preparedness planning has
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been able to draw upon a body of social science research on human and organizational behavior during disasters. In the last 30 years, social scientists
(e.g. socio1ogists)have conducted hundreds of studies of how people, organizations, communities, and societies prepare for, respond to, and recover from
natural and technological disasters. Results of such studies have provided
a wealth of reliable knowledge about social behavior under extreme collective
stress situations known as disasters. Given this knowledge, the opportunity
now exists to prepare better for disasters than was possible in the past.
Three Themes About Disasters
and Planning
The discussion that follows is organized around three themes about disasters and planning which are derived from social science research.
Theme 1:

Disasters Are Qualitatively
Different From Smaller
Emergencies

Disasters have been found to be qualitatively different from smaller
emergencies. A disaster is not simply a large-scale accident or emergency.
Ironically, to plan on the basis that there is only a difference of degree
involved, is to increase the possibility that a minor emergency will be
turned into a major disaster.
Theme 2:

Preparedness Planning Can Be

No Better Than the Assumptions It
Makes About Human and
Organizational Behavior
Under Stress
Preparedness planning can be no better than the assumptions it makes
about human and organizational behavior under extreme stress. If planning
is bad, it can be worse than no planning at all. Regrettably, because of
incorrect assumptions, there is a good deal of poor disaster planning.
Theme 3:

Planning Can Make a Relative,
Although Not Absolute, Difference
in Disaster Preparedness

Social science research shows that planning can make a relative, although
not absolute, difference in disasters. However, such planning can be good,
only if: (1) planners take into consideration a very broad range of activities;
(2) an appropriate knowledge base is used i n the planning process; and, (3)
there is a recognition and acceptance of identifiable principles of planning
that are applicable to all disaster situations. Unfortunatelly, all too
often, planning is equated with using common sense or very limited experience
when writing disaster plans for specific disaster agents.
The discussion that follows will expand on these three themes and their
implications for disaster preparedness planning.

-
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The Nature of Disasters
Much so-called disaster planning is undermined or weakened by a failure
to correctly grasp what is involved in a disaster. It is often mistakenly
assumed that a disaster differs only in degree from an accident. Thus,
many see disasters as merely large-scale accidents.
On a daily basis, almost all organizations learn to deal with minor
emergencies. For some organizations, as for example, the public utilities,
fire and police departments, hospitals, railroads and airlines, and parts
of the chemical industry, such responses to accidents are a normal part
of their everyday activities. Often these organizations have highly skilled
personnel who have become quite adept at dealing with minor crises. Unfortunately, to paraphase some police officers, this often leads to the
belief that a disaster is merely a very large-scale traffic accident. A
recent nation-wide study of acute chemical disasters was conducted by the
Disaster Research Center. Results of interviews with chemical industry
personnel showed that it was their belief that preparedness planning for
acute toxic releases, chemical explosions, and other such mishaps was no
more than an extension of everyday corporate health and safety measures.
In another study of the delivery of emergency medical services (EMS) in
large mass casualty situations, results of interviews with EMS personnel
showed that is was their belief that special preparedness planning was unnecessary because the provision of EMS in disasters was but an extension
of EMS in daily operations, the only difference being one of degree.
These and similar views, often strongly voiced, are simply wrong.
In a disaster there is a difference of kind, not just degree, compared to
what goes on in an accident or minor emergency. A disaster involves not
just more, but something which is qualitatively different. This has to
be considered when planning for disasters, training for disasters, operating
under disastrous conditions, and evaluating group or organizational activity
during such crises. An accident cannot be perceived as a little disaster,
nor can a disaster be viewed as a big accident!
This is not merely a distinction that has come out of social science
research. Some organizations and communities also recognize that such differences exist and have devel oped standard operating procedures (SOPS) to
cope with cirsis situations. For example, in most localities, public utility
companies in this country carefully distinguish between: (1 ) accidents
or emergencies (e.g. everyday, 1 oca1 i zed breakdowns whi ch can be hand1 ed
by local resources and personnel); and, (2) disaster and catastrophes (e.g.
statistically rarer events which require external aid because local resources
cannot cope with the acute demands). Many pub1 ic uti1 i ty companies typically
recognize a "qual i tative difference" between emergencies and disasters.
Anyone having the responsibility of planning for or responding to such
phenomena should also recognize and accept this fact that such differences
do exist.
Differences Between Disasters and
Minor Emergencies
The following four examples illustrate major differences between disasters
and minor emergencies:
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1.

During disasters, organizations are forced into more and different kinds
of interactions with other groups. The greater the number of contacts
among organizations the more new relationships with other groups or
organizations will be established. For example, businesses may be required to interact with social service agencies for the first time during crisis periods. In addition, local private groups may be required
to coordinate their activities with remote and/or unfamiliar governmental
bureaucracies. The converse is also true; however, often prior to the
disaster, neither knew of the others existence.
Conversely, during periods of normalcy, new relationships between
organizations often develop very slowly. There is seldom a need to
suddenly and concurrently establish linkages with multiple groups having
local, State, and regional, and/or national components. During a disaster,
however, there is little time available to adjust, for example, to the
blurring of interorganizational boundaries, or the informal sharing or
pooling personnel, tasks, and equipment-common features of major disasters,
but not minor emergencies. Complicating such situations of greater
interdependence is the number of new groups with varying functions,
capabilities and expectations that will be involved. Even a relatively
moderate size disaster will force dozens of unfamiliar local and extralocal
organizations to work together on unfamiliar or new tasks that are a
part of the community response network. In short, disasters call for
more and different organizational relationships.

2.

During disasters, organizations will lose some of their autonomy (e.g.
direct control over their own functioning). In our society, when a
community's ability to function normally is seriously threatened, security
and protection from life threatening situations usually becomes the
responsibility of civil authorities.The mayor, the police chief, the
head of the local disaster agency, or some other official, can declare
a "state of disaster" and initiate measures to control disaster-related
activities in a given locality. Although there are many stories to
the contrary, it should be noted that martial law or rule has "never"
been declared in American disasters and is extremely unlikely to ever
be imposed. Civil control over the military is maintained even during
disasters.
As a direct result of the loss of organizational autonomy, daily activities
which are taken for granted become problematical during a disaster. The
freedom of mobility within the community, as for example, entering or
leaving one's property, may be restricted by police barricades or an
evacuation order. During disasters involving chemicals, site control
may actually be vested in an outside agency such as a State or regional
hazardous materials response team, or a Federal agency such as the
Environmental Protection Agency. Additionally, corporations or other
authorities will often intervene during disasters and assume responsibilities, make decisions, or set policies which normally would be the sole
prerogative of the local plant, office, or operation. In short, organizations can have their autonomy preempted in disasters in a way which
will not occur during minor emergencies.
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3.

Performance standards for organizations may change drastically during
disasters. What i s appropri ate during peri ods of normal cy or minor
emergencies often becomes less relevant during crisis periods.
For example, standard operating procedures for fire service professionals
require a swift response to emergencies involving structural fires.
These procedures are followed by both public or private fire service
organizations on a daily basis. However, firefighters respond quite
differently to fire related emergencies involving unidentified chemical
substances or materials whose properties are not thoroughly understood.
Often, delaying the response until the situation is clarified is the
standard daily operating procedure under such circumstances.
Using daily performance criteria as a basis for determining the type(s)
of response(s) required to control chemical incidents, some fire departments often turn minor chemical incidents into major chemical disasters.
Similarly, EMS professionals, have adopted standard operating procedures
that emphasize quick response time and swift delivery of patients to
hospitals. However, when handling large numbers of casualties, such
routine operations preempted by speci al procedures, as for example,
the triaging of victims and the judicious transportation of injured
persons to area hospitals to avoid overcowding of emergency rooms and
other risks associated with delays in emergency medical care due to
overloading of hospital staff and substandard medical care.
Thus, performance cri teri a used duri ng dai 1 y routine operations yi el d
to the adoption of disaster performance criteria during crisis periods.
As is the case when fire professionals are faced with crisis situations
under conditions of uncertainty, EMS systems that use daily performance
criteria as a basis for determining the actions that should be taken
during crisis situations have resulted in inadequate and inappropriate
responses to mass casualty incidents. Under the pressure of increased
disaster re1 ated demands, emphasis on speed of response and "snatch
and run" procedures are not appropriate response strategies. In summary, disasters call for different types of organizational performance
than do minor emergencies.

4. An emergency is often managed by an ocganization (public or private)
having responsibil ity or authority to' effectuate an emergency response
to deal with the situation, or is managed by local organizations such
as the police and/or fire department. Under emergency conditions, the
crossing of boundaries among public and private sector organizations
is seldom required. However, during disasters, a more cohesive relationship among public and private sector organizations is required.
Thus, a disaster requires the mobilization of public community resources
and often requires the preempting of some private rights by public
rights. For example, unrestricted entry onto private property, which
is normally very limited on a daily basis, is permitted under disastrous
conditions. Also, under disastrous conditions, the destruction of selected
private property for the good of the larger community (e.g. the construction
of 1 evees) i s permi ssi bl e without negative consequences.
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Although legally questionable, the requisitioning of private goods
and/or equipment for the public good is an acceptable practice during
major disasters. Such actions are not necessarily restricted to the
public requisitioning of private goods. It is to be noted that
essential personnel and resources from the private sector are often
freely offered for the public good at the height of a disaster. Under
disastrous conditions, there may be in fact be private expectations
and demands for goods and services from the public sector which would
not otherwise occur during periods of normalcy. Thus, boundaries between
public and private goods and services become blurred during disasters.
To summarize, during disasters, organizations are often faced with a whole
new set of circumstances with which they must cope. As previously discussed,
organizations may have to: (1) quickly relate to more and different groups
and other organizations; (2) adjust to losing a part of their autonomy;
(3) apply different performance standards; and, (4) operate within a closer
public and private sector interface.
For these and other reasons, it isill-advised for organizations to
use daily performance criteria to meet the demands of disastrous situations.
To function eff i ci entl y and effecti vel y , organi zati ons must be know1 edgeabl e
about the social environment within which they must operate during crisis situations. Furthermore, organizatjons must recognize that during crisis situations
the environment changes quickly and dras.tically and that their d aster preparedness planning and response strategies must give consideration to this important
-fac&.
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Preparedness Planning
Assumptions
Preparedness planning can be no better than the assumptions made about
individual and organizational behavior during disasters. Unfortunately
most preparedness planning usually takes place on an ad hoc basis and/or
is based on the most recent limited disaster or minor emergency experience
of the organization or community. The planning, therefore, is not based
on any systematic knowledge about behavior in disasters.
This would pose no problem if, for example, the common sense notions
and assumptions made about disaster time were valid. However, social science studies in the last decade have seriously questioned common expectations
about disasters. In fact, such research has consistently shown that many
popular views about disaster behavior are inaccurate. Obviously, any preparedness planning which is based on incorrect assumptions about anticipated
behavior during disasters is not good planning.
Preparedness planning assumptions must be correct if valid planning
is to occur. The following discussion analyzes key assumptions about:
(a) individual or human behavior under stress; and, (b) group or organizational behavior under stress.
1.

Individual or Human Behavior
Typically, community officials and organizational planners with either
limited or no disaster experience, invariably characterize individual
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or human behavior as that which results in personal chaos, social chaos,
and pandemonium during disasters. Thus, there is the belief that there
will be panic flight, hysteria, and other irrational actions. Likewise,
it is believed that there will be social disorders, frenzied crowd behavior, and other antisocial actions. Other assumptions are that:
(1) victims will be dazed or stunned and therefore unable to help themselves; and, (2) local human services organizations or emergency management agencies will be unable to function because their employees/members
will be primarily involved in saving either themselves or their families.
Thus, the projected image of individual or human behavior during periods
of crisis (e.g. disasters) is one of panic, antisocial behavior, and
passive dependency on outsiders. When projecting the impact(s) of physical
destruction on human/individual behavior during a disaster, planners
often assume that physical destruction is accompanied by psychological
and social disorganization. Hence, it is presumed that as the physica
world collapses, the social and psychological world of victims also
col 1 apses.
The aforementioned expectations of human behavior under extreme commun ty
stress are widely diffused, largely immune to the contradictions sometimes
offered by direct personal experience; and, arbitrarily included in
disaster plans. Studies have shown that both the general public and
community officials anticipate considerable individual breakdown and
social pathology during disasters.
When a direct personal experience contradicts the expectation, it is
either dismissed as an exceptional situation or attributed to the presumably unique qualities of the particular community or specific population involved. Much disaster planning and even response patterns
implicitly, if not explicitly, assume that helping organizations will
have to function in a situation characterized by panic, antisocial behavior and dependency by the victims.
Were we to examine the three common expectations addressed above and compare
them with reality, we would find that in a typical disaster there is
relatively controlled behavior, order, and personal initiative. Mythology
notwithstanding, people generally do not exhibit antisocial behavior
during and after disasters. Rather,they frequently rise to the occasion and deal rather effectively with the personal challenges presented
by the disaster.
There may be expectations of panic, but what almost always occurs is
rational behavior. For many reasons, including the influence of the
mass media, many community and organizational officials believe that
people will panic when faced with great threat or danger. Presumably,
this panic manifests itself as hysterical breakdown, aimless running
or wild flight. Furthermore, it is presumed that people cannot be depended upon to react intelligently and unselfishly in situations of
great personal danger. This is simply not the case!
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Generally, people do not panic in community disasters. However, under
unusual circumstances (e.g. limited access to escape as may occur in
a nightclub fire or a plant explosion), they may flee in panic. (Actual
instances of hysteria and/or wild flight are extremely rare.) However,
when such irrational behavior does occur it is of no practical or operational importance. Instead of fleeing from the disaster area, people
will more than likely converge upon the impacted area and immediately
do what they believe needs to be done.
Disaster victims are usually quite frightened, but this does not mean
that they will act selfishly or impulsively. They do not become irrational,
but instead (one could argue) they tend to show greater rationality
under stress than they do normally, if by rationality we mean the conscious
weighing of alternatives in performing most of our daily routine functions.
Similarly, there may be expectations of disorder, but what appears is
a great deal of prosocial instead of antisocial behavior. To inexperienced
officials and journalists, community disasters are viewed as agents
that provide the opportunity for surfacing antisocial behavior. It
is often speculated that deviant behavior will emerge, and that dazed
victims in the disaster area will become easy targets for looting and
other forms of criminal activity. The scenario is that as Mr. Hyde
di spl aces Dr. Jekyl 1 , crimes wi 1 1 increase and exploitative behavior
will spread.
This is also a misconception, especially within those communities where
widespread stealing and other criminal behavior are not normal
everyday occurrences. Many rumors of looting will circulate, but actual
reported instances will be rare.
If looting does occur, it will be done by outsiders rather than members
of the impacted community. Under very exceptional circumstances, as
for example, a general crisis such as the second major blackout in New
York City, conditions for the emergence of localized rioting can emerge
if no genuine threat to safety or survival is perceived. However, during
a typical disaster, the mere volume of material goods that will be donated
far outweighs that which could conceivably be looted.

In actuality, prosocial rather than antisocial behavior is a dominant
characteristic during the height of a disaster. Crime rates usually
drop. Exploitative behavior is most likely in relatively rare instances
of profiteering after the immediate emergency period is over. If disasters
unleash anything, it is not the criminal in us, but the altruistic.
There may be expectations of dependency, but what develops instead is
considerable self- and small-group initiative. There is a tendency
to assume that community disasters leave large numbers of people dazed,
shocked, and unable to cope with the new realities of the crisis. The
assumption is that survivors are so disoriented and demoralized that
they will need outsiders to provide the most rudimentary services such
as food, clothing and shelter. If the previously discussed expectation
is based on a Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde view of human beings, the expectation of dependency is based on a "Big Brother'' image. If "Big Brother''
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does not intercede it is assumed nothing will happen.
This expectation is also quite false. Those who experience disasters
are not immobilized by even the most catastraphic of events. Neither
are they devoid of initiative nor passively expectant that others,
especially outsiders, will take care of their needs. Usually before
the full impact is over, search and rescue efforts are initiated by
neighbors, and the injured are attended to. Shelter is actively sought
and offered by relatives and friends. In fact, the evidence is substantial
and consistent that far from seeking and depending upon existing relief
and welfare organizations for assistance, these are the last resources
that the vast majority of victims will approach for immediate help.
In a community disaster, the self-help, mutual-aid, and assistance
provided by relatives, and other informal support systems stands out.
Disasters obviously cannot make everyday social pathologies disappear.
If a group in the "preimpact period" contains a large percentage of
disoriented individuals, is permeated by a high degree of routine stealing and antisocial behavior, or is besought by bitter cleavages and
conflicts, the same scenario will exist during mass emergencies of a
disastrous nature. Thus, if civil strife exists in a society, the
differences will continue to manifest themselves during disasters although
there may be a very temporary suspension or reduction of conflict.
If it is generally not safe to leave goods unattended in a neighborhood
or community during non-di sastrous peri ods , they wi 1 1 not suddendly
become safe during a catastrophe, except perhaps at the very height
of the emergency. Past behavior is still the best predictor of future
behavior. The point to be emphasized is that a disaster does not in
itself markedly increase social disorder, pathology, or conflict.
What does increase, however, are the relevant resources which victim
populations can potentially provide. The reason for this is simple.
Disasters free people from work, household, and school demands and/or
the performance of daily tasks and responsibilities. If properly planned
for, victims could therefore be mobilized to help meet emergency community
needs. In the aftermath of most community disasters, there is a varying
pool of unused and available physical labor. The personal skills and
knowledge that victims have are not destroyed by disasters and could
also be utilized. Local people have vast amounts of information about
their neighborhood which could be relevant in effecting an efficient
and effective disaster response. In short, victims provide a large
reservoir of human, material, and social resources that are potentially
usable in disastrous situations. Unfortunately, this potential is seldom given serious consideration during organizational or community
disaster planning.
The preceeding statement is not intended to romanticize what victims
can accomplish or to downgrade the role of disaster organizations.
There are many life-saving services victims cannot provide. Neighbors
might find victims in a search and rescue effort, but they cannot give
blood transfusions or perform surgery. Similarly, activities such as
cleaning major debris, building temporary bridges, testing for water
contamination, and restoring electric power are not tasks
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that individual victims or small groups of neighbors can perform very
well. Furthermore, many tasks, such as assigning priorities for
emergency actions, organizing transportation for massive post-impact
evacuations, planning for and coordinating relief assistance provided
by persons/organizations outside of the community, conducting surveys
to assist in making decisions surrounding recovery measures, etc., are
of necessity organizational responsibilities involving collective group
action. They cannot result from either the initiative or actions of
single individuals, clusters of isolated persons, or small groups of
private citizens.
Thus, in no way do we underestimate the vital part human services
organizations play in disasters. However, thisshouldnot lead us to
ignore the fact, as is sometimes the case, that victims can help themselves and others considerably, and that the organized responses of
helpers sometimes magnify and compound the difficulties created by
disaster agents.
2.

Group or Organizational Behavior
While individual victims frequently rise to the challenges presented
by community disasters, human services organizations often stumble.
In some ways organizations are inherently less adaptive to disasters
than individuals or small groups. The problem is compounded during
community disasters because the required responses cannot be coordinated
or managed by a single organization engaged in routine operations.
Instead, there is a convergence of many organizations which must
improvise considerably as they perform necessary tasks. Appropriate
planning can markedly improve the efficiency and the effectiveness of
such organizational responses, but cannot eliminate the inherent problems.
Organizational Problems
In Community Disasters

There are also misconceptions about group or organizational behavior
during disasters. Many problems thought to be typical, such as the loss
of internal organizational control, very rarely occur. But other problems
which frequently surface in disasters are usually either not predicted or
underestimated, such as the difficulty of assigning authority for new disaster tasks.
There are three general, yet recurrent organizational problems associated
with community disasters that are a direct result of the proposed response.
Although these three problems do not encompass the full range of difficulties
associated with organizational responses to community disasters, if our
research is valid, they are the major problems. The discussion that follows
addresses organizational problems associated with: (1 ) the communication
process; (2) the exercise of authority; and, (3) coordination and control.
1.

The Communication Process
The term "communication process" is used deliberately to emphasize that
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this problem generally involves what is communicated rather than haw
communication occurs. In most cases, although admittedly not all,
communication problems do not necessarily arise from equipment scarcity,
damaged facilities, or other forms of destruction that result in rendering the equipment inoperable. Occasionally during community disasters
the existing means of communication is already limited. Thus, problems
that arise are directly attributable to pre-disaster equipment scarcity
rather than to a disaster-related loss. In the majority of cases,
problems related to the means of communication are far less than those
arising from the process of communication. That is, some physical mode
of communication will exist, however, resultant problems arise from
the improper use of existing equipment or decisions to not use the
equipment. Thus, communication problems are more the result of human
or social error than equipment failure.
Organizational problems associated with the communication process are
evident in at least five different categories of organizational behavior:
Intra-organizational:
Between organizations;
From organizations to the public;
From the public to organizations; and,
Within systems of organizations.
The discussion that follows examines both the mythological be iefs and
the real problems of organizations in community disasters and i ndi cates
how false assumptions about organizational behavior underlie, and thus
invalidate, disaster preparedness planning.

A.

Intra-Organi zati onsl Communi cation
Organizations have to communicate internally and constant y exchange
information among group members. Under normal conditions, the communication system is designed to process and exchange predetermined
types and quantities of information. However, during a disaster,
the number of staff using the communication system increases greatly.
This is created in part by internal staffing changes undertaken
by the organization to meet the demands of the crisis situation.
For example, double shifts may be required or volunteers may be
incorporated into the work force. Often, the existing communication system cannot accommodate the volume of information required
by system users. When the extra demands upon the internal communication system exceed its capability, this results in "overload," the
net result of which causes either system failure or results in the
loss or delay of information to, from, and among staff members.
Communications are supposed to go through certain channels. In
non-crisis situations, the flow of information follows the organizational chain-of-command. Thus, system user information needs, conditions under which information is to be exchanged, and the flow
of information from the top to the bottom and vice versa, are clearly
defined. However, during a disaster, the channeling of information
throughout the organization becomes more complex. For example,
it is not unusual for: ( 1 ) several individuals to occupy a position
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previously held by one person; (2) officials to assume non-routine
tasks; and/or, (3) officials to be reassigned to work in temporary
emergency positions within the organization. These and other factors
can lead to the creation of situations where the normal channels
of communication are insufficient to insure that all relevant information will reach those group members who should be informed of
organizational activities.
€3.

Communication Between Organizations
Difficulties may develop along a second dimension-that of communication
between organizations. The reasons for the occurrence of potential
problems i n this area are two-fold. First, in noncrisis situations,
normal routine contacts between organizations proceed on an informal
basis. Officials often communicate with persons with whom they
are familiar, for example, acquaintances and/or friends. Mhen a
disaster occurs, changes in the organizational structure are created
which call for the establishment of different types of relationships
among organizations! These changes when coupled with other factors
do not support an informal system of communication. New contacts
must often be established and maintained with new individuals who
occupy positions of authority within organizations where there had
previously been no contact. Community emergencies typically precipitate new relationships among different organizations. This often
requires staff members of some organizations to develop contacts
with members of other organizations that were not: required prior
tu the disaster. Given the pressures of the disaster situation,
this is often difficult to accomplish. Communication between organizations will frequently not proceed under such circumstances.

C.

Communication From Organizations to the General Public

A third category of problems are those associated with communication
from organizations to the general public. One major source of difficulty
is the inability of organizational personnel to clearly communicate
life-saving information to the general public during crisis situations.
Often, this results from the organization’s inability to understand
that what is meaningful information to organizational personnel
is often not necessarily meaningful to persons in the endangered
area. An official group within an organization will frequently
gather detailed and general information about a disaster. Using
this information, the organization will subsequently issue an official
statement or instruction to the general public which amits the details
of its findings and other relevant information. For example, an
announcement advising people to leave a dangerous area may be stated
as follows: “Evacuate X street or Y neighborhood.” Though officials
may well know the limits/boundaries of the endangered zones, the
relative degree of safety in other areas, and other details, the
aforementioned instruction may well be the sum total of information
in the public statement. Thus, the public is often forced to ascertain
the extent of the danger, what is required of them during the evacuation,
and where it might be safe to relocate. Hence, all too often, organizations which are well informed about events and potential threats
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assume that their public statements will be as clear to the endangered
populations as they are to members within the organization. This
is a dangerous assumption!

D.

Communication From the Public to Different Organizations

A fourth category of problems associated with organizational behavior
under stress is communication from the public to different organizations.
These problems not only arise after a disaster, but occasionally
arise during predisaster periods. For example, frequently people
will bombard organizations with requests for aid and infomation,
will ask the more visible pub1 ic- groups what should be done, where to obtain
certain things, and so forth. A frequent result is the inability
of high visibility organizations to efficiently process large volumes
of information. Typical is the effect of the flood of telephone
calls to police departments when any untoward event occurs in a
community. The pol ice switchboard often becomes so over1 oaded with
calls that all communication, both within and/or outside of the
organization, is interminably delayed.
In addition to normal requests for aid and information, organizations
must respond to requests for new information. Few organizations
can effectively respond to non-routine questions. Consequently,
persons assigned to man switchboards or complaint desks often find
themselves unable to cope with the increased demands for new kinds
of information during crisis situations.

E.

Communication Within Different Systems of Organizations
Often overlooked are communication problems that arise as a result
of the mobilization of different systems of organizations during
community disasters. There is a tendency to think of organizations
not as systems, but rather as components operating independently
of each other. This is not the case. Often, there are sets or
systems of interrelated specialized, organizations that are designed
to perform particular disaster-related tasks.
Thus, there are medical systems delivering emergency medical
services, while police and/or military systems provide security.
The accomplishment of these and other disaster-relevant tasks involves
far more than one-way communication among participating organizations.
Rather, there are multiple two-way and chain communications between
different kinds of multi-layered groups. In a mdeical system, there
may be several first aid stations, ambulances or transporting units,
primary and secondary hospitals (both public and private), and segments of different authorities operating within diverse jurisdictions.
Although communication within an organizational system is difficult
during nonstressfull periods, it can and often does become quite
problematic during a community disaster, especially since there
is an emergent quality in the behavior of many systems at such times.
Generally, problems in the area of organizational communication
are the most serious ones. If difficulties in this area are not
solved or at least mitigated, there is no great need to worry about
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other kinds of problems. Rapid and accurate communications are
essential core ingredients of any effective and efficient organizational response to disaster. The absence of these attributes results
in inappropriate or inefficient responses to other problems.
2.

The Exercise of Authority
Di sasters requi re that some agencies and off i ci a1 s assume responsi bi 1 i ti es,
make decisions, and be seen as legitimate. Naturally, if the exercise
of authority is weak during nonstressful periods, it will prove even
weaker when disaster strikes. If authority is weak in the first place,
as is true, for example, in many county governments in the United States,
it can completely disappear when disaster strikes. However, even if
we assume that the exercise of authority among agencies and officials
during periods of nornalcyaTeoperating properly within a communigy, there'will be
problems during the emergency phases of disasters. The difficulties
which surface, however, are often not those commonly anticipated.
Thus, the chain-of-command and lines-of-authority do not break down
in established organizations. If inadequate communication does exist
during a mass emergency, officials usually continue to exercise their
formal authority and fulfill their normal duties and responsibilities.
If higher-echelon officials cannot be reached, personnel at the middle
and/or lower echelons often make decisions they do not normally make.
Even rigid bureaucracies w i l l bend on this matter when faced with clearcut crises that require an immediate organizational decision or response.

A common belief is that organizations may be unable to function effectively
due to a conflict between the work role and the family role of officials.
Occasionally expressed is the fear that important officials or key personnel will either not report to work or will leave their jobs when
disaster strikes because of a concern or a need to take care of their
victimized families. Research has shown that this so-called role conflict
does not result in the abandonment of, or failure to carry out occupational
responsibilities. (At least it is not a major problem especially in
the higher echelons of organizations, e.g., those positions carrying
the most authority.) It is clear that officials can be expected to
do their jobs, although there is psychological strain for those caught
in such a role conflict.
Neither are there many problems arising from questions concerning which
organizations have been delegated the authority and responsi bi 1 i ty to
perform traditional tasks during periods of disaster. Thus, there are
seldom disputes or questions concerning who fights fires, repairs
telephones, performs major surgical operations, or other specialized
tasks. Such matters are the traditional responsibility of certain local
groups. A disaster is unlikely to alter the normal pattern.
On the other hand, there are at least four problem areas involving
organizational authority in community disasters: ( 1 ) loss of higherechelon personnel because of overwork; (2) conf 1 i ct over authori ty
regarding new disaster tasks; (3) clashes over organizational domains
between established and emergent groups; and, (4) surfacing of organizational jurisdictional differences.
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A.

Personnel Burnout
This problem stems from the strong tendency on the part of key officials
in positions of authority to continue working too long. Such personnel
who remain on the job around-the-clock during a disaster will eventually
collapse from exhaustion or become inefficient in their decision-making
and other areas of responsibility. More importantly, when such officials
are eventually succeeded by others, their successors will lack certain
information to exercise the necessary authority, because crucial data
will not have been formally recorded. Decision-making requires relevant
knowledge. Officials with the appropriate information will not always
be physically capable of working beyond a certain point. If such officials
occupy key positions of authority, the disaster response capability of the
organization can be seriously impaired.

B.

Organizational Authority Conflicts
Determining who has the organizational authority to perform new disasterrelated tasks is another major problem. When there are new disasterrelated tasks to be performed, questions almost inevitably arise about
which organizations have the authority to assume them. For example,
the responsibility or authority for performing large scale search and
rescue activities or mass burials of the dead are normally not everyday
tasks of established emergency management agencies.

C.

Organizational Domain Conflicts
Authority problems surrounding the performance of traditional tasks
sometimes arise between established organizations and outside or emergent
groups. For the most part, "area security" is considered a traditional
local police function. Conflicts can arise if state police or military
personnel move into the disaster area and also attempt to provide security.
Such actions are often viewed by the local police as an attempt to
usurp their authority. This issue is sometimes manifested in disputes
over who has the right to issue passes allowing entry into a restricted
impacted zone.
The situation is even more complex when the competing organization
is an extra-community group or an emergent group, as for example, when
nonlocal relief or welfare agencies provide services during a community
disaster. Though they may be exercising their mandated or usual function
of providing standard services, such agencies are frequently viewed
as intruders into the domain of local agencies while performing such
functions. If the outside of local relief group is a new organization,
established local agencies undertaking the same disaster task(s) are
almost certain to ask questions about its legitimancy and authority.

D.

Organizational Jurisdictional Differences
Community disasters frequently cut across jurisdictional boundaries
of local organizations. This creates a great potential for conflicts.
During non-crisis periods, vague, unclear or overlapping authority
and responsibility can often be ignored. During disasters this is
frequently not the case. Since disasters sometimes require immediate
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actions and decisions, unresolved jurisdictional issues often surface
at the height of an emergency period.
Problems of authority are especially difficult to resolve. In part,
this is because the question of organizational authority involves the
whole fabric of formal and informal power within a community. This
is a subtle and sensitive matter full of pitfalls for anyone not knowledgeable about the nuances of local history. Therefore, it is not surprising
that such problems are difficult to plan for and equally hard to handle
when they arise.
3.

The Development of Coordination
Organizations experience a large number of coordination problems during
a community disaster. Three major problems have been noted in social
science research:
Lack of consensus among organizations concerning the meaning
of coordination ;
Strained coordination between organizations working on common
but new disaster related tasks; and,
Difficulties in achieving overall communication in a community
disaster of any magnitude.

A.

The Lack of Organizational Consensus
It is unusual to find any organization which does not agree, in principle,
that coordination is needed during disasters. The problem, however,
is that "coordination" is neither selfexplanatory nor a matter of much
consensus. At one extreme, some organizations view coordination, at
best, as informing other groups of what they will be doing in the disaster.
At the other extreme, some organizational officials see coordination
as the centralization of decision-making in a particular agency or
among a few key officials. Given such diverse views surrounding the
meaning of coordination, it is not surprising that even when a formal
predisaster agreement to coordinate the disaster response exists, there
can occur mutual accusations that one or both parties have failed to
honor the agreement. But prior agreement or not, in the absence of
an explicit understanding of what coordination means in operational
terms, there will be organizational coordination problems. It is rare
to find such an explicit understanding in community disaster planning.

B.

Strained Organizational Relationships Created by New Disaster Tasks
Coordination (i-e., mutually agreed linking of activities of two or
more groups) between organizations working on common but new tasks
is also difficult. Even local agencies that are accustomed to working
together, such as police and fire departments, may encounter difficulties
when they suddenly try to integrate their activities to accomplish
a novel disaster task, such as the handling of mass casualties. While
police and fire departments may be accustomed to recovering a few bodies
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resulting from traffic accidents or fires, the large number of deaths resulting from a major disaster will pose a coordination problem. It is
partly the newness of many disaster tasks which create strained relationships among organizations which had previously worked together in harmony.
Also, in daily operations there can be a gradual development, frequently
on a trial and error basis, of a working relationship between two groups
concerned with the accomplishment of a common goal. Such leisurely
developments of cooperative relationships are generally an impossibility
given the immediate demands during the emergency phase of a community
disaster.
C.

Impact of Disaster Magnitude
The larger the scope of disaster and the greater the number of responders,
the less is the likelihood of success of any overall organizational
coordination. In fact, efforts to attain such coordination underlie
the imposition of martial law or the designation of national military
forces as the decision-makers during the disaster. Historically, neither
event has ever occurred in the United States, although both are relatively
common response measures undertaken during catastrophes i n both developed
and developing countries. These steps do not always produce overall
coordination. This is understandable.

In almost any society a major community disaster will precipitate a
mass convergence of nonlocal organizations upon the disaster site.
The numbers involved, the different levels of the social structure
which they represent, the heterogeneous mix of public and private
organizations involved, and so forth, virtually assure the impossibility
of achieving any overall coordination during the emergency period.
As shall be noted later, good disaster planning may effectively reduce
the convergence of such organizations and thus allow a relative degree
of overall coordination. But such coordination remains relative at
best and is frequently never achieved--either by prior planning or
by the use of ad hoc efforts--during the emergency period.
The magnitude and increased frequency of new tasks to be performed
coupled with the need to integrate too many established, emergent groups
and organizations minimizes the effectiveness of organizational coordination during disaster situations. Some fomer military personnel involved
in natural or technological disaster planning suffer from the illusion
that the command and control system that exists for limited wartime
military emergencies--at least in the abstract--can be imposed upon
a major civilian disaster situation.
It is to be noted that the evaluation criteria used to judge the consequences of not achieving total organizational coordination determine
to a large extent the significance of coordination in promulgating
an effective community response to disaster.
If efficiency of response is rated highly, lack of coordination can
be deemed a serious problem. If, instead, effectiveness of response
is judged more important, it is possible to tolerate a much lower
degree of overall coordination. Coordination is sometimes discussed
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as if it were an absolute good. This is not true. There can be relatively
effective organizational responses in disasters without a high degree
of coordination.
We have stressed the basic, and often inherent, nature of the problems
which emergency management and human services organizations typically encounter.
In a community disaster, there will be unavoidable organizational communication,
authority, and coordination problems. Emergency response organizations will be
both the source and the focus of these difficulties. Thus, the collective
efforts of community-based organizations generate many problems that usually
exceed those caused by the disaster victims.
Disaster Planning
If the discussion were discontinued at this point, several true but
incomplete statements about the realities of the behavior of disaster victims
and emergency organizations would have been made. Victims are potential
helping resources in a disaster situation because they are generally not
as psychologically and socially incapacitated as mythical beliefs imply.
Organizations are probable sources of many major problems because of the
intrinsic nature of what is required i n an organized response to disasters.
However, victims can only become resources if appropriate planning is undertaken. Additionally, organizations will have major problems only if there
is no planning at all. Planning can maximize the effective utilization
of available resources and reduce problems!
There are, of course, limits to preparedness planning. Victims can
be used as resources and organizational problems can only be reduced up
to a point. Disaster planning is no panancea or ultimate solution for
everything which occurs in a disaster. This statement runs counter to
the expectations of some planners who implicitly seem to promise everything
if extensive planning is undertaken. However, because disaster planning
cannot achieve everythingdses not mean that it is not beneficial.
Acceptance of the benefits of planning is one thing, however, the
actual implementation of good disaster planning strategies is quite another.
There are many reasons for these differences. There is a tendency for
disaster planners to not:
Use the best available knowledge base;
Recognize what planning essentially invovles; and
Willingly acknowledge that there are principles of planning.
The discussion that follows analyzes how each of the aforementioned
problems negatively impact the development of effective disaster plans.
1.

Di saster P1 anners and Organizational Problems
Planning for disasters can be no better than the knowledge base from
which it is derived. Too many officials and personnel in emergency
management organizations accept planning in principle, but do not or
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cannot recognize the fact that they do not approach it using the best
possible knowledge base. Planning cannot be based soley or primarily
on common sense notions. As discussed earlier, many popu3ar views
incorporate myths about human behavior under extreme stress. For example, social science research has found that because the image of
victim-dependency is so widespread, considerable organizational effort
is expended on planning mass shelters which will not be used (except
under exceptional circumstances), since victims seek and are given
she1 tering assistance by friends and relatives.
It is also not possible to adequately prepare for disasters or minor
emergencies solely on the basis of one or two personal experiences!
There are dangerous limitations to such an approach. Organizational
officials are unlikely to have direct personal experience with very
many disasters. Thus, any idosyncratic features of a particular disaster
may be mistaken as universally characteristic of all disasters. There
is also a tendency to make broad generalizations based upon personal
experiences with one or a few disaster agents and to apply these generalizations to the full spectrum of catastrophes within the community.
A major pitfall in this approach is that the sample size used is too
small to support such extrapolations.

In addition, planners show a strong tendency to rely too heavily on
past experiences rather than to make projections about what might happen
in the future. It is often said that generals learn how to fight very
well under the conditions presented by the last war, but not an upcoming one. The same can be said of some disaster planners. They
learn well how to cope with thelmst disaster they encountered, but
are vulnerable to the newer or different kinds of disasters and threats
mentioned earlier.
Additionally, due to the lack of a broad perspective, it is not always
possible to derive meaningful lessons from personal experiences. For
example, rather than recognizing a perceived absence of panic as a
general human tendency, often it is attributed to one's own unique
stable qualities or the sterling (but exceptional ) characteristics
of the impacted population. Finally, it is never easy for organizational officials and personnel to make an impartial evaluation of the
actions of their own group. Too often, after-action reports turn out
to be post hoc defenses or justifications of what the agency did rather
than a candid assessment of either the problems encountered or the
mistakes made.

A general conclusion is that a direct personal or organizational disaster
experience is less useful for disaster planning purposes than is often
recognized. Before such experiences can be utilized, they must be
seriously analyzed and their limitations explicitly stated. It is
therefore possible for some officials within emergency management
organizations to be involved in several disasters yet demonstrate
by their actions that they learned very little. In essence, the events
to which they refer are not conducive for deriving general principles.
Just as mi 1 i tary "war stories" contribute nothing to mi 1 i tary planning
strategy, disaster "war stories" are seldom useful in developing preparedness planning strategies.
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The most adequate knowledge base for planning purposes is grounded
in as wide a range of as many disasters as possible, involves a
systematic and objective examination of what occurs, and attempts
to draw general principles and theoretical models from the information available. This is what scientific research in the disaster area
attempts. Until the last few decades, disaster planners could
justifiably say there were very few social scientific studies which
could be used. This excuse is no longer legitimate. There now exists
a body of social scientific knowledge applicable to disaster planning.
This monograph attempts to illustrate some of what is now known-ranging from specific findings to general perspectives.

2. Conceptual Differences:

Disaster Preparedness Versus Disaster Planning

A further impediment to developing good disaster planning involves
conceptual differences among disaster planners which often lead to
the adoption of too narrow a view of what preparedness planning involves. To many, the writing of a disaster plan is the essence of
planning. This is not only incorrect, but actually can be a very
dysfunctional position to take.
Disaster preparedness is not synonymous with the formulation of written
disaster plans. A more useful perspective is to envision planning
as "a process" rather than to perceive of it as merely the production
of a tangible product. Viewed this way, preparedness planning involves
all of those activities, practices, interactions, relationships, and
so forth, which over the short term or long run are intended to improve
the response pattern at times of disaster impact.
3.

General Principles of Disaster Preparedness P1 anni ng

As viewed within the aformentioned perspective, disaster preparedness
planning includes:
Convening meetings for the purpose of sharing information;
Holding disaster drills, rehearsals and simulations;
Developing techniques for training, knowledge transfer and
assessments;
Formulating memoranda of understanding and mutual aid
agreements;
Educating the public and others involved in the planning
process ;
Qbtaining, positioning and maintaining relevant material
resources;
Undertaking public educational activities;
Establishing informal linkages between involved groups;
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Thinking and communicating information about future dangers
and hazards ;
Drawing up organizational disaster plans and integrating them
with overall community-mass-emergency plans; and,
Continually updating obsolete materials/strategies.
Thus while formal disaster plans are an element in disaster preparedness,
they are best viewed as only one of numerous activities which should
be undertaken to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of a community
disaster response.
The creation of human resources or the reduction of organizational
problems, which we discussed earlier, cannot be achieved just by writing
a plan. For example, converting disaster victims into potential helping
resources also should involve public education, training techniques, and
so forth. Similarly, reducing the response-generated problems of organizations requires having meetings, holding drills, securing agreements on
memoranda of understanding and taking other necessary actions as required.
A range of activities have to be undertaken if the indicated objectives
are to be achieved.
Writing formal disaster plans or using existing disaster plans can
be dysfunctional. Such actions may lead emergency management organizations
to think that they are prepared for a disaster merely because they have
a formal written plan. Even worse, such actions often lead such organizations to ignore other critical activities that are absolutely necessary
for developing good community disaster plans.
Results of several nationwide studies indicate that some of the best
preparedness planning exists in organizations and communities which do
not have much by way of written plans. For example, the American Red Cross,
Greater New York Chapter, has excellent disaster planning strategies, but
has very little by way of a formal written plan. On the other hand, to
obtain accreditation, hospitals are required to have written disaster plans.
However, despite the existence of such documents i n almost all American
hospitals, disaster preparedness is seldom the strong point of many of
these institutions.
Finally, good planning requires accepting the belief that there are
principles of good planning. Few would explicitly deny this. However,
implicitly, even some emergency management organization officials think
that every situation is unique and that, in a real sense, general planning
is impossible. That is not a valid view. Every human being is somewhat
biologically different from other humans. Nonetheless, the medical world,
for example, has little difficulty in identifying general symptoms of illness,
and specifying uniform treatment procedures. Similarly, each disaster
is different, but a general approach is possible.
It can also be stated that different disaster agents and differences
between communities will result in some differences in disaster responses.
However, such differences are of lesser importance than the similarities
which research studies have found. The military recognizes the diversity
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of combat situations and combatants. Nonetheless, they still argue that
there are principles of military strategy. We should recognize the same
is generally true of disasters. We need to accept the fact that there
can be a planning strategy for all disasters.
What some refer to as the unique aspects of disasters are in reality
uniquenesses endemic to disaster management rather than disaster planning.
There is a difference between the two. Planning involves preparation,
while on the other hand, management involves actually what the situation
demands. Using the previously discussed military analogy, the strategy
suggests the general approach but different tactics have to be applied
in specific situations. Parenthetically, however, it should be noted that
the military also argues for principles of military tactics in that they
do not believe the singularity of every situation precludes the development of tactical principles. We should keep this in mind in thinking about
the disaster area.
Studies have shown that disaster planning is better in some instances
than in others. The best disaster planning follows or is organized around
certain general principles. Earlier, eleven major principles of disaster
preparedness planning were systematically discussed. The discussion that
follows analyzes a few of these principles in more detail.
Disaster Preparedness Planning
Should Work at Anticipating
Problems and Possible Solutions
Disaster preparedness planning should work at anticipating problems
and possible solutions. The contingencies are too many to anticipate all
possibilities; however, good planning can indicate some of the major parameters of the situation. For example, we can incorporate into the planning
process the perspective that disaster victims will take the initiative
and will not be passive, or that helping organizations will have difficulty
coordinating new tasks. Such an approach reduces the unknowns which have
to be considered. It not only narrows the range of problems which need
to be anticipated, but also lessens the number of alternative or optional
solutions which have to be examined. If disaster victims do not markedly
engage in antisocial behavior, for instance, there is little need to plan
for a variety of security measures or the mobilization of many law enforcing agencies. On the other hand, if there is always a degree of tension
between local and extra-local organizations, be they in the public or the
private sector, this should be recognized and addressed in preparedness
planning.
Disaster Preparedness Planning
Should Strive to Evoke
Appropriate Actions
Disaster preparedness planning should strive to evoke appropriate
actions. At times, planning appears primarily as a mechanism for speeding
up responses to crisis situaitons. It is true that good planning may allow
a quicker response to certain disaster problems; however, quickness of
response is a by-product rather than a major objective. Appropriateness
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of response rather than speed of response is far more crucial.
Accordingly, it is much more important to obtain valid information
about what is happening than it is to take immediate actions. Reacting
to the immediate situation may seem the most natural and humane thing to
do, but it is rarely the most efficient and effective response strategy.
The immediate situation is rarely that important in terms of both shortrun and long-run consequences. Planning, in fact, should help to discourgae impulsive reactions and to encourage the adoption of appropriate
actions necessary to meet the challenges of the immediate situation.
For example, planning should be directed at slowing down the convergence
of helping organizations at a disaster site, thus reducing coordination
problems.
Disaster Preparedness P1 anni ng
Should Be Based on What Is
Likely to Happen
Disaster preparedness planning should be based on what is likely to
happen. Some planners seem more oriented toward conceptualizing the most
ideal response-type situation imaginable rather than focusing on the real istic
passibilitieswhich will be present. This is unfortunate. It is far better
to plan on the basis of how people and groups react during normal and emergency situations, than to expect them to change their behavior drastically
during disasters. Inshort,, planners must adjust their planning to include
an understanding of people and their behavior under stress, rather than
expect people to change their behavior in order to conform with the plan.
The principle is equally applicable to organizations. The great majority
of people should not be expected to act and/or react much differently during
a disaster than they would during periods of normalcy. For example, it
is useless to assume that concerns over organizational domains or territories
which prevail during normal periods will suddenly disappear during disaster
periods. Disaster planning must be adaptable enough to include expected
organizational behaviors, rather than try to force organizations to drastically alter their activities in order to meet the requirements of the plan.
Disaster Preparedness P1 anni ng
Should Focus on General
Principles and Not
Specific Details
Another important principle of good disaster preparedness planning
is that it should focus on general principles and not specific details.
There is a tendency, whether in developing written plans, conducting exercises, thinking about possible hazards, etc., to elaborate considerably.
In fact, there is a strong temptation to go into very specific details.
This is the wrong way to proceed and there are several reasons why this
is a poor path to follow. It is impossible to plan for everything. Situations are constantly changing and specifics quickly get outdated. Too
many details leave the impression that everything is of equal importance
when that is clearly not the case.
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Complex and detailed planning is generally forbidding to most potential
users and will end up being ignored. While disaster planning cannot totally
ignor specifics, particularly at the organizational l_eVd,good disaster
planning should be based upon the use of general principles from which
simple rather than complex disaster plans are developed. But even apart
from written plans, all disaster planning should aim at general rather
than specific details. For example, within the context of previous discussions concerning problems surrounding organizational coordination,
good preparedness planning will consider the fact that during crisis situations, organizations with emergency response responsibilities will be working
with new and more groups (both existing and emergent) and that the new
and different kinds of relationships imposed by the crisis situation are
unlike those that are required during periods of normalcy. However, during
the planning process, no attempt should be made to specify all of the
possibilities and intricacies associated with the scope or degree of interorganizational contacts which mi ght conceivably develop.
Disaster Preparedness P1 anni ng
A1 ways Invol ves Training
and Education
The most important principle of good disaster preparedness planning
is that it must include training and education as a key component. The
basic point is that good preparedness planning always involves a degree
of educational activity. It involves not only teaching one's self what
is expected, but also teaching others what is expected of them. A frequent
error in organizational disaster pl anning is that planners forget that
they will have to orient, train or educate others (e.g., people and groups)
re1 ative to their respective roles under disastrous circumstances. Knowing
the role/responsibilities of a few key officials and planners, or the
organization, is not enough. The counterpart roles of others must be clear
to facilitate coordination and an integrated disaster response. Of necessity,
this requires teaching others what is or will be expected ofthem.
Other principles of good disaster preparedness planning are:
Disaster planning must rest on valid knowledge and not myths
or misconceptions.
Disaster planning is a continuous process and not an action with
a definite end such as the production of a written document.
Concl usi ons

In conclusion, the following briefly summarizes the major themes
addressed in this report:
Victims respond to the stresses of disasters much better than
mythological beliefs would lead us to believe.
Victims should be seen as possible resources in the organized
response pattern.
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Helping organizations have many problems, although not always
the expected ones.
Some difficulties are inherent in the nature of social organization
and are immune to total elimination.
Planning can help transform victims into resources and reduce
organizational problems so that the response pattern can be more
effective and efffcient.

If disaster planning is to be effective, it mcrst be appropriate
planning, and as such, must be based on social science knowledge;
must be seen as a process; and, must follow certain empiricallyderi ved principles.
Planning which does not incorporate these ideas is worse than
no planning at all.
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